
 

 2nd Quarter 2023 

ISSUES AND PROGRAMS LIST 

KPBS TV 

Period from 4/1/23-6/30/23 

During the period, KPBS-TV has served the public interest by broadcasting  

diverse content which covers, addresses, and creates dialogue  

around national, statewide, and regional issues.   

The following is a sample of acquired programming that was aired during the period. 

This report is not all-inclusive of all KPBS' programming.  

It is a fair representation of the topics covered. 

 

ABORTION 

PBS NEWSHOUR #14090H 

KPBSHD Fri, 11/03/2023 19:00:00:00 00:56:46:00*    

Segment Length: 00:06:41 

In the year and a half since the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade, abortion rights 

have been front and center in elections across the country. That will be true again on 

Tuesday as races in several states could alter the abortion landscape. Geoff Bennett 

discussed that with Karen Kasler of Ohio Statehouse News and Charlotte Woods of The 

Richmond Times Dispatch. 

 

ADDICTION 

PBS NEWS WEEKEND #2028H 

KPBSHD Sun, 10/01/2023 17:00:00:00 00:26:45:28    

Segment Length: 00:06:38 

The Biden administration has made recent moves against China-based firms and 

executives blamed for supplying chemicals used to make fentanyl, a synthetic opioid up 

to 50 times stronger than heroin. It’s part of the U.S. government’s effort to disrupt the 

global illegal drug trade and stem the opioid epidemic. Brookings Institution senior 

fellow Vanda Felbab-Brown joins Ali Rogin to discuss. 

 

PBS NEWSHOUR #14072H 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/10/2023 19:00:00:00 00:56:46:00*    

Segment Length: 00:10:01  

It’s been more than two and half years since a first-of-its-kind law went into effect in 

Oregon that decriminalized small possession of most drugs, including opioids and 

methamphetamines. Stephanie Sy reports from Portland on what’s working and what’s 

not working with a law that advocates hoped would change the paradigm around drug 

enforcement. 

 

AGING 

POV #3613H 

WISDOM GONE WILD 

KPBSHD Mon, 11/20/2023 23:00:00:00 01:26:46:00    



Reflect on aging and transformation over the course of 16 years. This film blends humor 

and sadness between mother and daughter that blooms into an affectionate portrait of 

love, care, and a relationship transformed. 

 

GROWING BOLDER #701H 

CURIOSITY & CREATIVITY 

KPBSHD Fri, 10/13/2023 05:29:59:29 00:26:46:00    

Life is full of unseen challenges. It's how we respond that makes all the difference. 

George Kamper is a Miami-based lifestyle photographer who worked all over the world. 

When the pandemic hit, his curiosity and creativity helped his brand become even more 

well-known. Plus, volunteer Diana DeLano created a way to help neglected and abused 

horses, and it's not just the horses who are benefitting. A big part of Martha's life is 

traveling which, of course, went away during the pandemic. And, for more than 40 years, 

Rick Steves has helped millions explore Europe. He's also a bit of a philosopher. Unable 

to travel, he's hunkered down at his home in Seattle where we caught up with him and 

asked him to share some thoughts about life in general. 

 

POV #3613H 

WISDOM GONE WILD 

KPBSHD Mon, 11/20/2023 23:00:00:00 01:26:46:00    

Reflect on aging and transformation over the course of 16 years. This film blends humor 

and sadness between mother and daughter that blooms into an affectionate portrait of 

love, care, and a relationship transformed. 

 

AGRICULTURE 

A GROWING PASSION #503H 

THE STORY OF SEEDS: FROM BREEDING TO EATING 

KPBSHD Sun, 10/15/2023 11:00:00:00 00:26:46:00  

Walk into the produce section of the grocery store and you'll see big, beautiful heads of 

broccoli. Grow it at home, and the plants make small stems that taste as good or better 

but are a fraction of the size. Bite into a homegrown tomato and you'll experience flavor 

and juiciness far superior to what you find in the store. What's going on here? Why are 

store bought and home grown fruits and vegetable so different? It starts with the seed. In 

this episode, we discover the world of vegetables seeds, starting with breeding. We learn 

about the four different target markets for vegetable breeders: commercial farmers, home 

growers, farmer's market farmers, and the growers who grow the seedlings that we buy in 

the nursery. 

 

A GROWING PASSION #603H 

THE ART OF A GARDEN 

KPBSHD Sun, 12/24/2023 11:00:00:00 00:26:46:00  

There's no question that gardening is an art and some of the most interesting and inspiring 

gardens belong to artists. San Diego has no shortage of wonderful gardens made by 

artists. In this episode, we visit several local artists to tour their gardens and learn from 

their insight and vision. We talk with them about how they use space, how they use color, 



how they select plants, and how they incorporate objects, sculpture, and other art pieces 

into their gardens.   

   

AMERICAN HISTORY/BIOGRAPHY 

AMERICAN BUFFALO #101 

BLOOD MEMORY 

KPBSHD Mon, 10/16/2023 20:00:00:01 01:57:05:00*    

The dramatic story of how America's national mammal, which sustained the lives of 

Native people, was driven to the brink of extinction. Ken Burns recounts the tragic 

collision of two opposing views of the natural world. 

 

AMERICAN BUFFALO #102 

INTO THE STORM 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/17/2023 20:00:00:09 01:59:15:00*    

By the late 1880s, the buffalo that once numbered in the tens of millions is teetering on 

the brink of extinction. But a diverse and unlikely collection of Americans start a 

movement that rescues the national mammal from disappearing forever. 

 

ARTS 

AMERICAN MASTERS #3603H 

MAX ROACH: THE DRUM ALSO WALTZES 

KPBSHD Mon, 10/23/2023 22:00:00:00 01:26:46:00    

Explore the extraordinary life and musical career of the legendary drummer, composer 

and social activist. The film follows Roach's career and personal struggles and triumphs, 

across a series of masterful musical innovations and artistic reinventions. His creativity 

and unshakable sense of mission kept him at the forefront of music and activism across 

seven decades--from the era of the Jim Crow south, to the Civil Rights years... from the 

heady days of post-war modern jazz, to the hip hop-era and beyond. 

 

LOOKINGGLASS ALICE 

KPBSHD Sat, 12/30/2023 19:00:00:00 01:56:46:01    

An exhilarating live theatrical adaptation of Alice In Wonderland, created and performed 

by Chicago's Tony-Award winning Lookingglass Theatre Company. Inspired by Lewis 

Carroll's beloved stories and infused with physical risk world-class circus arts, this Alice 

transports audiences down the rabbit hole with new twists on the beloved characters and 

story, creating a wildly entertaining adventure for all ages. 

 

BUSINESS/INDUSTRY 

FRONTLINE #4204H 

ELON MUSK'S TWITTER TAKEOVER 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/10/2023 21:00:00:00 01:56:44:24    

Elon Musk's long and often troubled relationship with Twitter. Musk's journey from one 

of the platform's most provocative users to its sole proprietor, exploring the acquisition, 

free speech and the company's uncertain future. 

 

TACO MAFIA #101H 



FAMILIA 

KPBSHD Sun, 12/17/2023 01:30:00:00 00:26:45:28    

Follow a group of Austin taqueros as they support each other's businesses and their 

community. 

 

CIVIL RIGHTS / MINORITIES  

AMERICAN EXPERIENCE #3402H 

THE AMERICAN DIPLOMAT 

KPBSHD Tue, 12/05/2023 21:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

Discover how three Black diplomats broke racial barriers at the US State Department 

during the Cold War. Asked to represent the best of American ideals abroad while facing 

discrimination at home, they left a lasting impact on the Foreign Service. 

 

FINDING YOUR ROOTS #908H 

AND STILL I RISE 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/24/2023 20:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

Henry Louis Gates reveals the unexpected family trees of activist Angela Y. Davis and 

statesman Jeh Johnson, using DNA and long-lost records to redefine notions of the black 

experience-and challenge preconceptions of America's past. 

 

AMERICAN MASTERS #3701H 

A SONG FOR CESAR 

KPBSHD Mon, 10/09/2023 21:00:00:00 01:26:46:00    

This is a documentary film that explores the life and work of Cesar Chavez, a civil rights 

activist and labor leader who used music as a tool to unite and inspire workers during the 

United Farm Workers' struggle for better labor conditions. The film sheds light on the 

challenges that Chavez and his followers faced, and how they managed to overcome them 

through solidarity and perseverance. The film also touches on the broader historical 

context in which the United Farm Workers' struggle took place, including the social and 

economic realities of farm workers in the mid-20th century United States, the role of 

political activism and organizing in the civil rights movement, and the power of music as 

a medium for political expression and social change. Directed by Andres Alegria and 

Abel Sanchez. 

 

COMMUNITY POLITICS 

AMERICA AT A CROSSROADS WITH JUDY WOODRUFF 

KPBSHD Tue, 12/19/2023 21:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

At a time of heightened partisanship, declining trust in institutions, increased political 

violence, and rapid social change, Judy Woodruff set out this year on a two-year 

reporting project, America at a Crossroads, to explore the forces driving Americans apart, 

and to ask people from all walks of life and all political persuasions what might be done 

to reverse these worrying trends. She crisscrossed the country, listening to researchers 

and writers, school board members and parents, activists, local leaders, even the President 

of the United States, discuss how they view challenges before us and what can be done to 

surmount them. She centered these stories on lived experience, historical context, and 

compassion, reporting on the phenomenon of negative partisanship - intense dislike from 



one party for the other; growing distrust of the judiciary, and the privileging of partisan 

politics over the rule of law; how school boards became the center of fights over social 

issues; ongoing concerns about domestic extremism and rising political violence; the 

difficulties of racial healing, and the progress that's been made; and how the 

disappearance of local news has contributed to the unraveling of civic connection. Now, 

to round out the first year of Crossroads, in an hour-long special we'll revisit some of our 

most compelling stories with a combination of writers, policymakers, big thinkers and 

regular people to explain what we've learned about America's divisions, what we're still 

grasping to better understand, and what might be done to move forward. 

 

A TOWN CALLED VICTORIA #103H 

THE TRIAL 

KPBSHD Tue, 11/14/2023 22:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

The prosecution presents shocking evidence. As the trial concludes, the engaged citizens 

of Victoria seek a way to build a more inclusive community. 

  

CRIME / LAW ENFORCEMENT 

INDEPENDENT LENS #2502H 

EL EQUIPO 

KPBSHD Mon, 10/09/2023 22:30:00:00 01:26:46:00    

A U.S. anthropologist sets out to train Latin American students in the use of forensic 

anthropology. Their goal: to investigate disappearances in Argentina during the "dirty 

war." 

 

AMERICAN MASTERS #3602H 

FLOYD ABRAMS: SPEAKING FREELY 

KPBSHD Mon, 10/02/2023 22:00:00:00 01:26:46:01    

SPEAKING FREELY is a biopic of the First Amendment told through the landmark 

cases of its most celebrated attorney, Floyd Abrams. From nascent law 50 years ago to an 

iconic part of the American identity, the journey of the First Amendment offers a unique 

lens through which to view our recent history and our bitterly divided nation - one that is 

asking itself anew: what price are we willing to pay for free speech? 

 

FRONTLINE #4205H 

INSIDE THE UVALDE RESPONSE 

KPBSHD Tue, 12/05/2023 22:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

The real-time accounts of the response, missteps and trauma in the Uvalde school 

shooting. Using official body cam and audio, with ProPublica and The Texas Tribune, a 

reconstruction of the chaotic response at Robb Elementary and the lessons learned. 

 

CULTURE 

AFRO-LATINO TRAVELS WITH KIM HAAS #201H 

THE SOUND OF SALSA IN CALI, COLOMBIA 

KPBSHD Sun, 10/01/2023 12:30:00:00 00:27:58:24    

In Cali, Colombia, Kim joins hundreds of Afro-Colombians as they converge on the salsa 

capital of the world for a rhythmic four-day festival named after the legendary musician, 



Petronio Alvarez. She gets a hands-on lesson in salsa dancing and drumming at the Salsa 

Museum and meets one of the most revered marimba players alive today. Along the way, 

Kim tastes creole cuisine and even gets a new hairstyle! 

 

AMERICA OUTDOORS WITH BARATUNDE THURSTON #206 

UTAH: CHOOSE YOUR PATH 

KPBSHD Wed, 10/04/2023 20:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

From the nomadic Dine tribes who have been here since time immemorial to the 

Mormons who made their religious pilgrimage in 1847, the expansive beauty of Utah has 

been a magnet for centuries. So what draws modern pilgrims? Baratunde journeys west to 

find out what they're seeking, and how they are shaping the outdoor culture today. 

 

CULTURAL EXPRESSIONS: KWANZAA 

KPBSHD Tue, 12/26/2023 22:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

Honoring the heritage, unity, culture, and rich contributions of African Americans, 

Kwanzaa is more than just a celebration; it's a way of life. CULTURAL EXPRESSIONS: 

KWANZAA is an hour-long documentary that explores the seven principles that are the 

foundation of Kwanzaa by sharing seven real-life stories of impact. These stories reveal 

how each principle plays a role in the Black community, enhanced by cultural elements 

of dance, storytelling, music, and spoken word. 

 

DISABILITIES 

POV #3612H 

FIRE THROUGH DRY GRASS 

KPBSHD Mon, 10/30/2023 23:00:00:00 01:26:46:00*    

Wearing snapback caps and Air Jordans, the Reality Poets don't look like typical nursing 

home residents. In Fire Through Dry Grass, these young, Black and brown disabled 

artists document their lives on lockdown during Covid, using their poetry and art to 

underscore the danger and imprisonment they feel. In the face of institutional neglect, 

they refuse to be abused, confined, and erased. 

 

PBS NEWSHOUR #14069H 

KPBSHD Thu, 10/05/2023 19:00:00:00 00:56:46:00*    

Segment Length: 00:10:18 

Even with the low unemployment rate in the United States, the situation for people with 

disabilities is much tougher. Only about 20% of them have a job and some who do are 

paid less than the federal minimum wage. After protests from disability advocates, the 

Department of Labor announced it would review the policy that makes this possible. Judy 

Woodruff reports for our series, Disability Reframed. 

 

 

ECONOMY/CONSUMERISM 

POV #3614 

HOW TO HAVE AN AMERICAN BABY 

KPBSHD Mon, 12/11/2023 23:00:00:00 01:56:46:00*    



Voyage into the shadow economy that caters to Chinese tourists who travel to the US to 

give birth in order to obtain citizenship for their babies. Told through a series of 

intimately observed vignettes, the story of a hidden global economy emerges-depicting 

the fortunes and tragedies that befall the ordinary people caught in its web. 

 

KPBSHD Thu, 10/05/2023 23:30:00:00 00:26:46:00    

GZERO WORLD WITH IAN BREMMER #614H 

TRADING UP 

Guest: Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Director-General, World Trade Organization. How can we 

reimagine trade to help countries left behind by globalization? Can we trade our way out 

of the world's biggest crises? GZERO sits down with one of the most powerful voices in 

the global economy, WTO Director-General Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala. 

 

EDUCATION 

FRONTLINE #4205H 

INSIDE THE UVALDE RESPONSE 

KPBSHD Tue, 12/05/2023 22:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

The real-time accounts of the response, missteps and trauma in the Uvalde school 

shooting. Using official body cam and audio, with ProPublica and The Texas Tribune, a 

reconstruction of the chaotic response at Robb Elementary and the lessons learned. 

 

AMERICA AT A CROSSROADS WITH JUDY WOODRUFF 

KPBSHD Tue, 12/19/2023 21:00:00:00 00:56:46:00  

At a time of heightened partisanship, declining trust in institutions, increased political 

violence, and rapid social change, Judy Woodruff set out this year on a two-year 

reporting project, America at a Crossroads, to explore the forces driving Americans apart, 

and to ask people from all walks of life and all political persuasions what might be done 

to reverse these worrying trends. She crisscrossed the country, listening to researchers 

and writers, school board members and parents, activists, local leaders, even the President 

of the United States, discuss how they view challenges before us and what can be done to 

surmount them. She centered these stories on lived experience, historical context, and 

compassion, reporting on the phenomenon of negative partisanship - intense dislike from 

one party for the other; growing distrust of the judiciary, and the privileging of partisan 

politics over the rule of law; how school boards became the center of fights over social 

issues; ongoing concerns about domestic extremism and rising political violence; the 

difficulties of racial healing, and the progress that's been made; and how the 

disappearance of local news has contributed to the unraveling of civic connection. Now, 

to round out the first year of Crossroads, in an hour-long special we'll revisit some of our 

most compelling stories with a combination of writers, policymakers, big thinkers and 

regular people to explain what we've learned about America's divisions, what we're still 

grasping to better understand, and what might be done to move forward.   

 

EMPLOYMENT  

PBS NEWSHOUR #14070H 

KPBSHD Fri, 10/06/2023 19:00:00:00 00:56:46:00*    

Segment Length: 00:05:43 



The strength of the jobs market stunned again with a report surpassing most expectations. 

Employers added 336,000 jobs in September while unemployment remained at 3.8 

percent. We also learned that nearly 120,000 more jobs were created in July and August 

than originally reported. Economics correspondent Paul Solman reports on the job market 

that continues to defy headwinds facing the economy. 

 

PBS NEWSHOUR #14083H 

KPBSHD Wed, 10/25/2023 19:00:00:00 00:56:46:00*    

Segment Length: 00:04:57 

The United Auto Workers expanded its strike this week, targeting some of the most 

profitable plants of Detroit’s automakers. The strikes now involve 46,000 workers at 40 

assembly plants and parts centers around the country. On its 41st day, a deal with the Big 

Three automakers remains elusive. Stephanie Sy discussed where things stand with David 

Shepardson of Reuters. 

 

ENVIRONMENT / NATURE / SUSTAINABILITY / ENERGY 

POWER TRIP: THE STORY OF ENERGY #206H 

GLOBALIZATION 

KPBSHD Wed, 10/11/2023 23:00:00:00 00:57:13:00*    

Learn how energy enabled rapid globalization, both as both a widely-traded product and 

as a facilitator for moving goods globally. In the ancient world, globalization was always 

a goal, but modern forms of energy provided the missing link. 

 

GREAT YELLOWSTONE THAW #101H 

KPBSHD Sun, 12/31/2023 12:00:00:00 00:56:45:28    

A Yellowstone winter is a brutal one. With temperatures that plunge down to minus 40 

degrees Fahrenheit the wildlife has to find strategies to survive. Some animals leave, 

some hide and some tough it out. Grizzlies hunker down and hibernate, but this winter 

the temperatures have been erratic and some bears are emerging early. Finding food is a 

huge challenge, but our camera crews follow one male who's lucky enough to hit the 

jackpot and find a bison that's been released from its icy tomb down in the valley. But he 

has to hang onto it while the scavengers hassle him. Great Gray owls suffer as their prey 

hides under an icy layer of snow that proves almost impossible to break through. Will this 

lack of food affect their mating and ability to raise a family in the Spring? Cameraman 

Jeff Hogan is following them to find out. And top wolf biologist Doug Smith explains 

why he's concerned about the number one predator. With a winter that's had less snow 

than usual it's favored the prey and the wolves are starving hungry. Host Kirk Johnson 

who's the Sant Director of the National Museum of Natural History in Washington, visits 

this unique wilderness to unravel the story of this particular winter in Yellowstone. 

 

FAMILY / MARRIAGE 

POV #3610H 

MURDERS THAT MATTER 

How would you handle the trauma of losing a loved one? Set in Philadelphia, Murders 

That Matter documents African American, Muslim mother Movita Johnson-Harrell over 

five years as she transforms from a victim of violent trauma into a fierce advocate against 



gun violence in Black communities. Her relentless activism exposes the emotional and 

psychological toll the killings take on those left behind. 

 

POV #3613H 

WISDOM GONE WILD 

KPBSHD Mon, 11/20/2023 23:00:00:00 01:26:46:00    

Reflect on aging and transformation over the course of 16 years. This film blends humor 

and sadness between mother and daughter that blooms into an affectionate portrait of 

love, care, and a relationship transformed. 

 

HEALTH / HEALTHCARE / MEDICINE 

FULL CIRCLE #0H 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/24/2023 23:29:59:29 00:27:56:09    

FULL CIRCLE reveals how tattoos have changed the lives of three very different women 

by turning the hideous scars of their disappointing reconstructive work into unique works 

of art. After the trauma of breast cancer and surgery, tattoos give women the confidence 

to see themselves as beautiful and feminine once again. 

 

STRANGER AT HOME: HEALING THE PSYCHOLOGICAL WOUNDS #0H 

KPBSHD Wed, 11/08/2023 22:59:59:29 00:56:48:25    

STRANGER AT HOME weaves the life-altering stories of an Army Ranger involved in 

the killing of football star Pat Tillman; a Navy Psychologist forced into whistleblowing; 

and a Vietnam Marine turned world-renowned trauma expert, as they work tirelessly to 

deliver their urgent call-to-action for the radical transformation of military mental health. 

 

HOMOSEXUALITY / SEXUALITY / LGBTQ ISSUES 

AMERICAN EXPERIENCE #3509 

THE WAR ON DISCO 

KPBSHD Mon, 10/30/2023 21:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

Discover the incredible characters and epic stories that have shaped America's past and 

present. Television's most-watched history series, acclaimed by viewers and critics alike, 

has been honored with every major broadcast award. 

 

HOUSING / URBAN DEVELOPMENT-DECAY 

 

IMMIGRATION / REFUGEES 

PBS NEWSHOUR #14069H 

KPBSHD Thu, 10/05/2023 19:00:00:00 00:56:46:00*    

Segment Length: 00:05:17 

In our news wrap Thursday, the Biden administration cleared the way to allow 20 miles 

of border wall construction in Texas, the U.S. will resume deporting people to Venezuela 

if they enter the country illegally and a panel of federal judges selected a new 

congressional map in Alabama's long-running fight over redistricting and race. 

 

MEDIA 

FRONTLINE #4204H 



ELON MUSK'S TWITTER TAKEOVER 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/10/2023 21:00:00:00 01:56:44:24    

Elon Musk's long and often troubled relationship with Twitter. Musk's journey from one 

of the platform's most provocative users to its sole proprietor, exploring the acquisition, 

free speech and the company's uncertain future. 

 

POV #3611H 

AURORA'S SUNRISE 

At 14, Aurora Madriganian survived the horrors of the Armenian Genocide and escaped 

to New York, where her story became a media sensation. Her newfound fame led to her 

starring as herself in Auction of Souls, one of Hollywood's earliest blockbusters. 

Blending storybook animation, video testimony, and rediscovered footage from her lost 

silent epic, Aurora's Sunrise revives her forgotten story. 

 

MILITARY / VETERANS 

NATIVE AMERICA #202 

WARRIOR SPIRIT 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/31/2023 21:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

Across Native America, warrior traditions support incredible athletes and connect people 

to combat, games, and glory. Celebrate and honor the men and women who live and 

breathe this legacy today. 

 

WALK WITH FRANK #0H 

KPBSHD Sun, 11/19/2023 13:00:00:00 00:58:28:00    

A 70 year old Vietnam War veteran decides to walk across New York State to confront 

his demons while helping walk w other survivors of PTSD take their first step toward 

healing. 

 

POLITICS: NATIONAL POLITICS / FOREIGN AFFAIRS  

GZERO WORLD WITH IAN BREMMER #614H 

TRADING UP 

Guest: Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, Director-General, World Trade Organization. How can we 

reimagine trade to help countries left behind by globalization? Can we trade our way out 

of the world's biggest crises? GZERO sits down with one of the most powerful voices in 

the global economy, WTO Director-General Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala. 

 

FRONTLINE #4118H 

MCCONNELL, THE GOP & THE COURT 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/31/2023 22:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

How Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell helped transform the Supreme Court and U.S. 

politics. Amid scrutiny of the high court, and a power struggle in the GOP, McConnell's 

rise and role pushing the judiciary to the right, and America's polarized democracy. 

 

POVERTY / HOMELESSNESS / HUNGER 

PBS NEWS WEEKEND #2034H 

KPBSHD Sun, 10/22/2023 17:00:00:00 00:26:46:00    



Segment Length: 00:03:24 

For generations of children across America, going trick-or-treating on Halloween has 

meant more than just collecting candy for themselves — it's also meant collecting coins 

for children in crisis around the world. Ali Rogin reports on how Trick-or-Treat for 

UNICEF began and how it's changed. 

 

RECREATION / LEISURE / SPORTS  

FRONTLINE #4203H 

THE ASTROS EDGE: TRIUMPH AND SCANDAL IN MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/03/2023 22:00:00:00 01:26:45:16*    

The Houston Astros cheating scandal and what it says about baseball today. With reporter 

Ben Reiter, the making of one of the best teams and worst scandals in modern MLB 

history, the limited accountability and how Astros baseball changed the sport. 

 

ICONIC AMERICA: OUR SYMBOLS AND STORIES WITH DAVID 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/03/2023 23:30:00:00 00:56:46:00    

Baseball is America's pastime and obsession, and no ballpark is more iconic than Fenway 

Park, home of the Boston Red Sox. Learn the story of a city's loyalty to its team and love 

for its ballpark through thick and thin. 

 

GROUNDBREAKERS 

KPBSHD Tue, 11/21/2023 20:00:00:00 01:56:46:00    

Executive Produced by tennis champion and activist Billie Jean King, 

GROUNDBREAKERS features sports icons from different generations as they interview 

one another, sharing personal powerful stories of the perseverance, pain, and progress 

they've experienced in their remarkable careers. Athletes include Naomi Osaka and 

Jackie Joyner-Kersee, Chloe Kim and Nancy Lieberman, Suni Lee and Julie Foudy, and 

Diana Flores and Billie Jean King. GROUNDBREAKERS celebrates the advancements 

of women in sports and society, while also revealing the generational mentorship and 

community building that has fueled the progress that has been made and the ongoing 

pursuit of equality for women everywhere. 

 

RELIGION / ETHICS 

INDEPENDENT LENS #2503H 

THREE CHAPLAINS 

KPBSHD Mon, 11/06/2023 23:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

Three Muslim chaplains in the U.S. military face resistance and uncertainty as they 

uphold the First Amendment and practice their faith. They work to rise to the highest 

ranks while calling for religious equality. 

 

REPAIRING THE WORLD: STORIES FROM THE TREE OF LIFE 

KPBSHD Mon, 11/13/2023 23:00:00:00 01:20:57:00    

Repairing the World documents Pittsburgh's powerful community response to hate in the 

aftermath of the assault on three congregations at the Tree of Life synagogue. On October 

27, 2018, eleven people were killed and six wounded in the deadliest antisemitic attack in 

U.S. history. Against the backdrop of a tumultuous period in the country, a traumatized 



community works to heal as they experience the impact and dangers of antisemitism, 

racism, hate speech, and gun violence. Through the voices of survivors, family members, 

diverse Pittsburgh residents and leaders, the film shows the powerful display of unity in a 

moment of crisis, the resilience of a vibrant city, and a community working together to 

understand what it means to be "stronger than hate. 

 

SCIENCE / TECHNOLOGY 

SECRETS OF THE DEAD #2101 

EIFFEL'S RACE TO THE TOP 

KPBSHD Wed, 10/25/2023 22:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

The Eiffel Tower is the symbol of a major turning point in architectural history, and it 

owes its existence to a fierce duel between two men. This is the story of the hard-won 

victory of a visionary over his determined rival. Using 3D recreations, official sources 

(reports, letters, drawings) and intimate archives obtained from their descendants, this 

film will bring to life this vertical race through a fresh and visual way to mark the 

centenary of Eiffel's death. 

 

NOVA #5016 

INSIDE CHINA'S TECH BOOM 

KPBSHD Sun, 11/12/2023 14:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

The inside story of China's meteoric rise to the forefront of global innovation. 

 

SOCIAL SERVICES  

STRANGER AT HOME: HEALING THE PSYCHOLOGICAL WOUNDS #0H 

KPBSHD Wed, 11/08/2023 22:59:59:29 00:56:48:25    

STRANGER AT HOME weaves the life-altering stories of an Army Ranger involved in 

the killing of football star Pat Tillman; a Navy Psychologist forced into whistleblowing; 

and a Vietnam Marine turned world-renowned trauma expert, as they work tirelessly to 

deliver their urgent call-to-action for the radical transformation of military mental health. 

 

WAR / NATIONAL SECURITY 

FRONTLINE #2023 

SHATTERED DREAMS OF PEACE 

KPBSHD Tue, 11/07/2023 22:00:00:00 01:59:57:02*    

A seminal account of how the Israeli-Palestinian peace process was undone by politics 

and violence. A special presentation of the epic 2002 film tracing the unraveling of the 

peace process set in motion by the 1993 Oslo Accords. 

 

FRONTLINE #4206H 

THE DISCORD LEAKS 

KPBSHD Tue, 12/12/2023 22:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

How a young National Guardsman allegedly leaked classified documents onto the 

Discord chat platform. With The Washington Post, Jack Teixeira's alleged leak of 

national security secrets, why he wasn't stopped, and the role of platforms like Discord. 

 

WOMEN 



BECOMING FRIDA KAHLO #103 

A STAR IS BORN 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/03/2023 21:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

Dangerous politics and turbulent love shock Frida's world, while love and trauma shape 

her final years. Diego and she divorce, then remarry.As her body fails her, her painting 

thrives. 

 

FULL CIRCLE #0H 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/24/2023 23:29:59:29 00:27:56:09    

FULL CIRCLE reveals how tattoos have changed the lives of three very different women 

by turning the hideous scars of their disappointing reconstructive work into unique works 

of art. After the trauma of breast cancer and surgery, tattoos give women the confidence 

to see themselves as beautiful and feminine once again. 

 

NATIVE AMERICA #203 

WOMEN RULE 

KPBSHD Tue, 11/07/2023 21:00:00:00 00:56:46:00    

Native women are leading, innovating, and inspiring in the arts, politics, and protecting 

the planet. NATIVE AMERICA explores the diverse ways they carry forward deep 

traditions to better their communities, their lands, and the world. 

 

 

YOUTH 

POV #3611H 

AURORA'S SUNRISE 

KPBSHD Mon, 10/23/2023 23:30:00:00 01:26:46:00    

At 14, Aurora Madriganian survived the horrors of the Armenian Genocide and escaped 

to New York, where her story became a media sensation. Her newfound fame led to her 

starring as herself in Auction of Souls, one of Hollywood's earliest blockbusters. 

Blending storybook animation, video testimony, and rediscovered footage from her lost 

silent epic, Aurora's Sunrise revives her forgotten story. 

 

LITTLE BIRD: WANNA ICIPUS KUPI (COMING HOME) #0H 

KPBSHD Tue, 10/24/2023 22:00:00:00 01:27:51:00*    

Go behind the scenes of the production of the series 'Little Bird' and the ground-breaking 

movement for Indigenous narrative sovereignty as experienced through the series' 

Indigenous creatives, crew, and advisors. At its core, the film is a celebration of 

Indigenous resilience and homecoming; it uplifts and inspires while delivering a hard-

hitting reality check for audiences unfamiliar with policies created to dismantle 

Indigenous families. 


